
U.S.S. Pendragon
10205.04

Vulcan Ale Pt 4


Mike Jones as Surak and Capt_Gellar.
Joseph as EO_McCardell.


Host Karriaunna says:
Synopsis:  The AT made their way into the ancient Vulcan council room and there, they shanghais Surak by giving him sedative.  As the MO is surrounded by angry Vulcan's who claim to see him do something to Surak, the rest of the AT is beam out with the unconscious Vulcan leader, leaving the MO behind.

Host Karriaunna says:
The aliens during this commotion take advantage of it and being their plan of killing off the leaders of Vulcan in order to take control of this world.  During the initial panic of Vulcan's trying to get out of the room, the MO looses the tip of a finger, but is soon beamed aboard the Pendragon.

Host Karriaunna says:
The aliens did not expect what eventual ensued with the Vulcan's.  Their actions were the rallying point that Vulcan needed.  Instead of decimating a people, throwing them into mayhem, their actions became Vulcan's rallying cry that leads them to unite and eventually chase the aliens from their world.

Host Karriaunna says:
But where is the Vulcan that would have taken advantage of this situation and lead his planet to peace?

Surak is currently in the holodeck of the Pendragon, searching for understanding and a way out…

Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Vulcan Ale >>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::In the TL on his way to the Bridge to see the Captain per her request::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::on deck 9 with a TO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::slaves Flight Control to her console::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::finishes reading the orders concerning Marat with surprise...and a bit of a sense of vindication::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
TO: I demand to see the Captain.  Now.

Host Surak says:
::Unaware of the fact that he is on the Holodeck, Surak calmly looks around his surroundings ... still recovering from his earlier "faint"::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Exits the TL on to the bridge and heads to the CO's RR and rings the bell::

XO_Kyrron says:
<TO_Joe>CIV:  No.

XO_Kyrron says:
::watches Blackwolf cross the bridge::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks up::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Rings the RR Bell again::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: Enter.

XO_Kyrron says:
::trying to think of how to transition Surak back to Vulcan::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::continues to fly the ship while monitoring COM traffic::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
TO: I am entitled to meet with my accuser under Federation law.  section 38, subsection 7.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::enters the RR and stands at attention:: CO: You wanted to see me Sir

TO_Joe says:
CIV: Yeah yeah, tell it to the hand. ::Sticks up his hand::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks up::

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  ETA to the planet?

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: Where is your assistant?

CSO_O`Dunn says:
XO: Our sensor cacellation sweeps are still functioning.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  5 minutes.

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
TO: Then I'll be sure to report to my superiors that the Federation does not see fit to treat Cardassians fairly.  ::heads for a TL::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: He passed out in the Sickbay from a type of food poison

EO_Egocentric\ says:
::eyes the warp core warily...this being the first time he was ever alone in engineering::

XO_Kyrron says:
::has no idea what the CSO means::  CSO:  Oh good.

Host CO_Zax says:
::raises a brow:: CMO: Rather convenient.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Convenient, I am not sure what you mean Captain.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::doesn't embarrass the XO by explaining that it effectively renders the Pendragon invisible to their opponents' sensors::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::enters a TL::  Computer: Deck three

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Commander, picking up something from Vulcan.  Various messages, rallying people to fight.

TO_Joe says:
::Pulls his phaser and aims it at her:: CIV: Halt now!

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Walks onto the bridge with a PADD::

Host CO_Zax says:
::raises a brow:: CMO: I'm sure.

XO_Kyrron says:
::sees the CNS walk in::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: You have seen the security records?

XO_Kyrron says:
CNS:  Any ideas how to effectively transfer Surak back to Vulcan?

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::considering she's standing still in the TL doesn't halt more than that::

XO_Kyrron says:
CSO: Any other ships nearby?

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Negative sir, what is the problem

CNS_Hollywood says:
XO: Um beam them back using the transporter?

EO_Egocentric\ says:
::runs from the room in a panic::

XO_Kyrron says:
CNS:  But how to do it so he wouldn't know he'd been gone?

EO_McCardell says:
::enters Main Engineering, humming a light tune::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
XO: The Vulcan ships seem to currently be in control of the system. The others are still nearby.

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::the TL doors open to deck three and she heads to her assigned quarters::

XO_Kyrron says:
CSO: Any idea where we should drop Surak?

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: It appears that, in your presence, both your MO and the CIV attempted to undermine Surak's life.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
XO: On Vulcan would be advisable.

CNS_Hollywood says:
XO: Erase the memory engrams...

XO_Kyrron says:
::eyes the CSO::

EO_McCardell says:
::is handed a report on the Plasma Conduits, reading it over::

XO_Kyrron says:
CNS:  That's a bit tricky, isn't it?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO/CSO:  It also seems they are rallying forces on the surface ... if what I'm picking up is accurate.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Raises an eye brow:: CO: When, I do not recall that, Surak was in SB when a TO came in and ordered him transported to the HD, then the CIV left, I and the MO followed.

TO_Joe says:
::Follows the CIV, phaser in hand::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::smiles:: XO: There's a lot of activity all over the surface. It's going to be risky wherever we put him. Might as well be close to where we picked him up.

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::enters her residence::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: And why was an unauthorized observer in your sickbay, Lt?

EO_McCardell says:
::walks over to a display, tapping on it to bring up some readings::

XO_Kyrron says:
CSO:  See if you can find an empty area nearby where we got him.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
XO: I'll try...but it's a heavily populated area.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: The CIV was there to complete her physical then was released, I am not aware of any attempt on Surak's life while in my presence

XO_Kyrron says:
*CO*:  We are nearing Vulcan.  I believe it would be best if we briefly sedated Surak for the transport.

TO_Joe says:
::Taps the console by her door:: Computer: Place a Level 7 Forcefield around these quarters, authorization, Joe-1-Canadian.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::arrives at Vulcan:: XO:  Commander, we are approaching Vulcan.  Orders?

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Hears the XO:: CO: I have some Anesthezine ready for Surak

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: The CIV was not there for a physical, doctor. Try again. You were in the middle of an emergency.

TO_Joe says:
::Holsters his phaser::

Host CO_Zax says:
*XO*: Understood. The doctor will be right there. Zax out.

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  Move us near enough for transport, but without possible detection by the other ships in the area.

Host CO_Zax says:
::glances at the CMO:: CMO: You are dismissed until further notice.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
XO: The nearest location that looks clear is about a kilometer from the meeting site.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Acknowledged.  ::moves the ship to within transporter range but keeps it out of the range of the other ships in the system::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: With all due respect Captain, ::Pull up the SB Security tape::  See Captain, the MO was tending to the TO as I was working with the CIV

XO_Kyrron says:
CSO:  Send the coordinates to OPS

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Captain, one last thing,

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  We are in transporter range.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::nods, tapping her console:: OPS: There you go.

XO_Kyrron says:
*CO*:  We are in transporter range.  We need to do this and get out of here.

Host CO_Zax says:
::stands::

CNS_Hollywood says:
XO: Not really.  But I think the memory would rise over time.

Host CO_Zax says:
*XO*: Understood, Number One.

EO_McCardell says:
Self: Very nice, the new plasma injectors are working perfect.

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  Keep us hidden.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Captain, am I being charged with something?

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: We'll finish this later.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::receives the co-ords and locks on:: XO:  Co-ordinates locked.

Host CO_Zax says:
::walks out of the room::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Aye

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Activity outside of the system by the alien race is picked up.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Shakes head::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Turns and heads to the TL::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks around the bridge::

Host CO_Zax says:
All: Report!

XO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  Can we just flood the holodeck with Anesthezine gas?  We are in a bit of a hurry here.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
XO: Aye

XO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  Do it.  When he's out, signal OPS to transport.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks at the CO:: CO:  Captain, we are within transporter range of Vulcan.  I have the beam-down co-ordinates and I'm ready to transport on your signal.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
CO: I've isolated acceptable transport coordinates for Surak.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*MO Knight*: Flood Holodeck 1 with Anesthezine gas

CMO_Blackwolf says:
XO: Aye

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: CMO: Aye flooding holodeck 1

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*MO Knight*: See me in my office once your done and let me know when Surak is out

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: CMO: Aye

XO_Kyrron says:
::waits impatiently::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The holodeck is flooded with gas...

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Turns the to CO:: CO: Captain, one question though

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::waits for the signal::

XO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  Not now!

Host Surak says:
::Passes out::

XO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  Let us know the instant Surak is out so we can transport.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: CSO: Understood.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at the CMO: Yes, Dr. Blackwolf?

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  Prepare to transport Surak from the holodeck to the beam down coordinates.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: CMO: Lt, Surak is out like a light

CMO_Blackwolf says:
XO: He is out, Sir

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  Transport now.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Ready, Sir.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Captain, am I being charged with a crime, Sir?

EO_McCardell says:
::walks around Main Engineering, checking on various things::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Transporting.  ::transports Surak to the surface::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: May I suggest that you concentrate on the task at hand?

Host CO_Zax says:
::frowns::

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Watches the CMO::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: If you were being charged, you'd be in the brig, Lt.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::watches and confirms that Surak has arrived at the correct co-ordinates::

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  Keep an eye on Surak's vital signs for as long as you can.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Transport complete.  He's on the surface.

XO_Kyrron says:
CO:  Transport complete.  I suggest we scram.

CNS_Hollywood says:
::And Notes the frown on the CO's face again::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Aye but I have never did anything like that and would like to complete our conversation when you have the time

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::monitors::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Surak arrives on the surface amongst some rubble, unseen and unconscious.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: XO: Agreed. Get us out of here.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::inputs a course away from Vulcan and prepares to engage engines::

XO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Get us out of here.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO: Course laid in ... engaging impulse engines.  ::engages the engines::

Host CO_Zax says:
CMO: Understood. When I have more time.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Diari begin the next wave assault...

CMO_Blackwolf says:
CO: Aye ::Turns with a not so pleased look on face::

Host CO_Zax says:
CNS: Doctor Hollywood?

CNS_Hollywood says:
CO: Yes Captain?

EO_McCardell says:
::checks on a Engineer working on a project he gave::

Host CO_Zax says:
CNS: Perhaps you can speak to Glinn Marat. Check on her condition.

Host CO_Zax says:
::sits back in her chair::

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Continue to scan the area for anomalies.

CNS_Hollywood says:
CO: Aye. ::Walks to the TL::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*MO Knight*:  I am enroute to the SB, meet me there, Blackwolf OUT!

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon leaves the area, just as the second assault on Vulcan begins...

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: *CMO*: Aye

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: Self: Man he sounds mad

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  Sir we have left the Vulcan system.  Sensors are picking up a wave of ships heading for the planet.

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Continue to monitor all communications and radio waves.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Sickbay

Host CO_Zax says:
XO: Excellent job, Tria. ::tries not to smile as Tria is still Vulcan in appearance::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Picking up battle transmissions.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: OPS: Anything about Surak being located?

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Walks onto the Deck 3 strolls to Marat's quarters:: TO: Any signs of Marat Moving in there?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::Shakes her head:: CO:  No, Sir.

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::A temporal rift opens up behind the Pendragon, and a sleek vessel with a peculiar Starfleet-like emblem on it, slides out::

EO_McCardell says:
::sits in the Chief Engineers office, with a cup of coffee::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
CO: Captain...a temporal rift just opened astern.

TO_Joe says:
CNS: No Counselor, no more squirming from her.

Host CO_Zax says:
::turns and looks at her::

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: And?

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: On screen.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
CO:...and a ship is coming out of it.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::puts the ship on screen:: CO:  On Screen, Aye.

CNS_Hollywood says:
TO: Open it up.

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::The rift closes. They begin to hail::

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Identity?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  They're hailing us.

TO_Joe says:
CNS: Aye. ::Lowers the Forcefield::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at the screen and frowns::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Enters Sickbay and takes a seat at his desk:: *Computer* Play security tape 10204.03 1700 to 2200 hours

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::starts to answer, but just gestures at OPS::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The coffee is too hot and burns the EO's tongue.

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: On screen.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::MO Knight enters the CMO's office:: <MO Knight>: CMO: You wanted to see me sir

EO_McCardell says:
::nearly gags::What the????

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*Computer*: Pause

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Putting them on-screen ::puts the comm on-screen::

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Walks in::CIV: Marat, Doctor Hollywood.

TO_Joe says:
::raises the Forcefield::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
MO Knight: I want you to be in charge of the SB for the rest of the sift, I have some matters to attend too

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::stands up angrily::  CNS: THIS IS A PRIVATE RESIDENCE.  YOU'LL LEAVE!  ::points::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: CMO: Lt, is there anything I can help you with

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::A petite blonde in a futuristic Starfleet uniform appears. Other familiar species wearing the same uniform are working at consoles in the background, along with some unfamiliar ones:: COM: Pendragon: U.S.S. Pendragon, this is the Federation Timeship Chronology.

EO_McCardell says:
::shakes his head::Stupid....

OPS_Pettigrove says:
Self:  Timeship?

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks around in disbelief::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::winces...this can't be good::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::Light smile:: COM: Pendragon: Calm down ... we're just here to return you to your proper time period.

EO_McCardell says:
::sets his cup down before he throws it::

Host CO_Zax says:
COMM:Chronology: This is Captain Katia Zax.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
MO Knight: For the time being, just take charge of the SB and don't disturb me unless it is a very big emergency

CNS_Hollywood says:
CIV: You sit down LITTLE GIRL, because that is what you are behaving as.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<MO Knight>: CMO: Aye ::Turns and leaves the CMO's office::

Host CO_Zax says:
COM: Chronology: And just how are you going to do that?

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*Computer*: Resume playback

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ COM: Pendragon: Same way we got here ourselves. I won't bore you with the details.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::frantically taking all the sensor readings she can::

Host CO_Zax says:
COM:Chronology: Bored? Somehow I doubt that. Classified, I'm sure.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Watches the video::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::taps badge::  *CO* Captain I am under the impression that private quarters are NOT to be entered without permission.  I wish privacy in my own room.  You have given me free reign of the civilian areas of the ship.  I wish to be alone and your CNS just walked in uninvited.

EO_McCardell says:
::walks over to the replicator to calibrate it::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::Laughs:: COM: Pendragon: Not really classified, Captain Zax. Just hasn't happened yet.

Host CO_Zax says:
::grins:: COM:Chronology: Understood.

Host CO_Zax says:
*CIV*: What seems to be the problem?

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
*CO* Your CNS just entered my room without any word of warning or being invited.  I wish for him to leave and he refuses

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ COM: Pendragon: We'll need your crew to sit still for a moment ... I'm afraid we'll have to erase your memories of your encounter with us ... and of this little venture of yours.

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::wishes she had some paper and....what was it....a pencil::

Host CO_Zax says:
::frowns:: COM: Chronology: Erase our memories?

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Stands beside the door::

XO_Kyrron says:
::taps her fingers on the arm of her chair wondering what is going on::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ COM: Pendragon: For the sake of the timeline, I'm afraid, Captain. Do not worry, no adverse consequences will result.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks a little concerned about the "erasing our memories" bit::

Host CO_Zax says:
::signals the OPS to cut the volume for a moment::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::mutes the channel::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Channel muted.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Continues to watch the tape::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::starts scratching notes into her console with her comm badge::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at CSO:: CSO: Can you encode and hide ships records of our encounters?

CSO_O`Dunn says:
CO: Not from somebody centuries ahead of us.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION: The Pendragon crew find themselves drifting off in a gentle sleep.

Host CO_Zax says:
::sighs::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::still scratching.....ack::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Begins to fall asleep::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::Watching the crew drift off:: If only they realized ... *Teams* Begin.

XO_Kyrron says:
::nods off::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::feels very sleepy ... lays her head down on her console::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::passes out falling to the floor with the still open comm channel to the Captain::

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Passes out::

Host CO_Zax says:
::falls asleep::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Falls on the floor::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Teams from Chronology board the Pendragon and swiftly go to work.

EO_McCardell says:
::falls to the floor asleep::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
::All over the Pendragon, teams of men and women of the 29th Century Starfleet beam onboard with little devices which they begin setting up. A few beam onboard into the main computer and set up advanced hacking software. They deftly erase all knowledge of the temporal venture, setting up the time onboard to make it seem as if they never left their original departure point::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
::One person repairs the scratching done by the CSO, gently brushing off the console ... thinking the CSO will be happy to see its shiny and brand new::

XO_Kyrron says:
::would be wondering what their original departure point will be if she knew what was going on, but doesn't because she is asleep::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::subconsciously says AAARRRGH but doesn't know why::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
::They all activate the devices, and the Pendragon crew's memory engrams of the entire event are erased and "rewritten" to the point of their original temporal departure. Once finished, the group packs up ALL their equipment and beams out::

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::Once the groups have returned:: Crew: Tractor them, open another rift, and let us leave & get them home before dinner time ...

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The rift appears...

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::The Chronology tractors the Pendragon, and they enter the rift::

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Snoring::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon appears just outside of the Bajoran wormhole.

Host Capt_Gellar says:
@ ::The Chronology drops off the Pendragon outside the Wormhole, and returns home::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Pendragon is adrift just outside of the wormhole.  Slowly the crew stirs and begins to awaken.

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Blinks:: Self: What am I doing here?

XO_Kyrron says:
::yawns and stretches::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::wakes up, wondering why she's looking at the bottom of her console::

EO_McCardell says:
::sitting up slowly, noticing others doing the same:: What happened??

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Slowly begins to wake up::

XO_Kyrron says:
::hopes Zax didn't notice her taking a nap::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::slowly opens her eyes wondering why she fell asleep on duty as she wasn't tired::

CIV-Emsil_Marat says:
::wakes up wondering what she may have just done with the CNS::

XO_Kyrron says:
::tries to recall what they are supposed to be doing::

TO_Joe says:
Self: Yikes What am I doing here?!?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The OPS pendant glows briefly and warmly before going back to normal.

CMO_Blackwolf says:
::Begins to review all medical records::

Host CO_Zax says:
::blinks and looks around::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::feels the pendant and looks down at it momentarily::

TO_Joe says:
::Runs to his post in Deck 5::

CMO_Blackwolf says:
*Computer*: What is the current time?

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  What's our position?

CNS_Hollywood says:
::thinks oh my god what am I doing here?::

Host Karriaunna says:
<Computer> CMO:  Stardate 10205.04

CMO_Blackwolf says:
<Computer>: *CMO*: 2200 Zulu

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::checks:: XO:  Sir!  We are in the Bajoran system, near the wormhole.

CNS_Hollywood says:
CIV: Excuse me. ::Dashes out::

XO_Kyrron says:
OPS:  How did we get back on this side?

EO_McCardell says:
::gets up::

Host CO_Zax says:
All: What is going on?

CMO_Blackwolf says:
Self: Shift almost over

CSO_O`Dunn says:
CO: I have no idea.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO:  I have no idea ... ::tries to remember::

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Pull us back. 1/4 impulse.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  (for clarification) The Pendragon crew remember everything up to and including the destruction of the Braje's exit point and the arrival of the captain and rest of the crew.  To them, nothing else happened after that.

XO_Kyrron says:
CO:  Ummm... we seem to have accomplished our mission, Sir.  Perhaps we should signal SFC for new orders?

EO_McCardell says:
::runs a systems check::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  1/4 impulse.  ::engages engines::

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Anything on ship's records?

CNS_Hollywood says:
::Arrives on the bridge::

CSO_O`Dunn says:
::checks:: CO: Nothing unusual.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at Tria and shrugs:: XO: I guess so.

Host CO_Zax says:
::shakes her head and sighs as yet another typical day on the Pendragon draws to a close::

Host Karriaunna says:
-/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\  End  /\=/\=/\=/\-/\=/\-

